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This report is to establish a baseline assessment of the oak tree.
➢ Quercus muehlenbergii- Chinquapin Oak
○ 44” diameter- 11’ 6” circumference.
○ Based on simple age calculator, site conditions, branching structure, height, etc it is estimated to be
approximately 190-210 years old! Was just a sapling in the 1820’s.
○ We assume the tree has experienced little disruption until construction of home in early 1960’s and
shed addition with concrete pad adjacent to the tree in 2013. At that time drains were trenched and
deposit into root zone.
○ No unusual topography changes apparent and this tree is perfectly placed in its ideal habitat.
○ Lawn has been routinely treated for weeds and fertilized.
○ Sprawling open canopy. Most recently pruned in June of 2010.
○ No unusual amount of deadwood in the canopy and branch unions are good.
○ Some old pruning cuts appear hollow or decayed.
○ Trunk, and a few branches, have burls with epicormic shoots. Another neat feature.
○ Root flare was not fully exposed and some borer damage and rot is suspected.
■ No treatment warranted at this time.
○ Comparative photos from homeowner and GIS images show thinning of canopy in the last few
years.
○ Trunk has visible wet stains.
■ This condition is a bacterial wetwood disease called slime flux.
● This is a treatable condition.
○ The foliage is exhibiting damage from disease
■ Small, summer flush growth, leaves have dropped off the tree.
● Drop caused by fungal infection.
■ There are 2 foliar fungi present.
■ One is an advanced infection of powdery mildew.
■ One is a infection of anthracnose.
● The combination and severity of the fungal pressure warrants treatment.
■ Separately, the leaves appear to be tattered and misshapen with an upward cupping effect
● This could be a side effect of the fungal infection.
● This could also be herbicide damage . Yellowwood exhibited similar scorch, mottling
and cupping of the foliage.
○ The last 2 lawn applications were on 5-12 and 6-27. NPK was high nitrogen,
no phosphorus and balanced potassium. Broadleaf herbicide, Sure Zone,
was applied at both visits.

continued:

○

On day of last application it was slightly warm for the time of year.

○
○

It had been dry for 3 days before and 4 days after application. About .5” at
each rain event.
Wind speed was average of 10mph.

➢ Level 1.5 soil testing was performed at time of evaluation.
Current weather is high humidity, sustained mid 80’s and dryer than average.
●
●
●
●

●

●

pH is 6, slightly low for this species.
○ Needs raised to 6.5 or 7
Soil temperature was 75*. Expected.
Fertility levels were at 4 of 10.
○ This is low for the species and need to be at a 6.
Soil moisture. Dry.
○ @3” was 25%
○ @6” was 70%
Core sample. Typical.
○ Soil type is clay.
○ Organic layer was .5”
○ Soil food web score was 2.5 of 5.
Soil compaction rates. High.
○ W. side @ 3.5-4 tons per square inch.
○ E. side @ 2-2.5 tons per square inch.
■ Ideal compaction should be 1.5-2 tons per square inch.

Final assessment and recommendations:
I believe the tree suffered damage during the shed project. This species does not react well to soil
compaction. This developed as equipment was driven on the root zone. The ooze on the trunk is in
proximity to the side of the tree that compaction occurred.
This abiotic pressure is a known factor for slime flux disease. This was exacerbated by the drought
the year before, the polar vortex the year after and sequential heavy spring rains. In its weakened state the
bacteria has spread throughout. This clogs the vascular system disrupting normal flow.
The leaves become vulnerable and advantageous foliar fungi move in. The presence increases
each year. The curious, misshapen leaves do look damaged from herbicide. The weather conditions at the
time of the most recent application may have caused a condition called volatilization. The water droplets
could have vaporized and risen into the canopy causing the tattered, cupped appearance. In fairness, this
may be from the fungus. Intuition and evidence make me feel strongly about the herbicide. A coating of
activated carbon would help neutralize any toxins on the surface of the soil and act as a food source for
microorganisms. I do not suggest any fertilizer or herbicides be applied closer than 10’ beyond the canopy
dripline.
Any deadwood present should be removed and arborists should sanitize equipment after
procedures.
The tree has depleted its reserves and is in decline from the culmination of events. I suggest a
series of antibacterial injections, fungicide injections, soil conditioners, additional soil testing and continued
monitoring. These are heroic efforts but I feel the tree is salvageable. I will supply a plan of action in
estimate form. I will also contact Bluestone for a bid submittal on a crown cleaning.
The regimen goal is to manage the diseases, stabilize the tree, increase vigor and ultimately
vitality.
continued:

Data updates will be added to this report after each inspection.
If you need any further information/ details or feel I have overlooked anything please let me know.

812-824-3335 812-824-3335812-824-333

Respectfully,
Seth Inman
Attention:
This assessment is based on experience and research. I am confident in my diagnosis and treatment plan.
The only way to guarantee diagnosis for fungus, bacteria, herbicide damage and soil analysis is to submit
samples to a certified lab for identification. If you would like lab confirmation they charge fees of
approximately $50 per sample. You would need 8 samples analyzed. (2 fungal, 2 bacterial, 1 chemical
exposure and a minimum of 3 soil samples) I am happy to prepare these upon request.
My product labels and MSDS sheets are available upon request.
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 Monroe County Plan Commision

Goals
I.

Present this report to be approved for 3 objectives
A. Progress report as required
B. Drainage permit extension with additional permissions to manage forest
C. 5 year plan to implement management strategy contained within Trees Inc,
Forest Report

II.

Present intentions to further improve drainage projects

III.

Give details of hazard trees and procedures to manage them

IV.

Give details of trees needing maintenance and procedures to mitigate them

Progress Report
Invasives have been removed behind the lakeside of units. Coconut fiber logs have
worked well at retaining the soil along trail and are now starting to create the
intended natural slope. Fire trails are in good order. Road surface drainage has
significantly improved since the drains and basins were installed. Erosion and
flooding are all but eliminated with minor adjustments needed. Rip rap areas are in
working order with minimal maintenance required. I am including the engineering
report and contract associated with the drainage project. Due to sheer size, I have
attached a link to view them. Links have been sent to pertinent individuals and a
printed copy of each can be provided if requested.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0ByKommib26DAeXloNlVtMlJsT3M?usp=sha
ring

Permit extension request for continued efforts on:
I.

Install splash block or suitable alternatives to extended gutter drains on back of
units as needed in areas with visible erosion. This includes burying lengths of
drain tile present.

II.

Spread additional seed along fiber wall for continued erosion control. Appropriate
seed will likely be sourced from EcoLogic at their recommendation.

III.

Repair bulges in stone walls as needed along fire trail.

IV.

Retaining wall in back of units for safety/ ease of access/ erosion purposes. Special
interest in building a Vegetated Gabion Basket retaining wall.

V.

Controlling invasives in forest areas.

VI.

Continue reforestation efforts.

All of these intended items will be in accordance with the EcoLogic Phase 3
Recommendations Report.

Permit

addition request items:

It is apparent that the dead ash trees have become a hazard. I am providing the Forest
Tree Report for Waters Edge HOA for review and action. It contains:
1. ASH REPORT

We request the removal of these ash following the parameters of the provided Ash
Report and the Eco Logic Phase 3 Recommendations Report be approved for
immediate action.

2.

FOREST MAINTENANCE REPORT

We request the removal of the hazard trees and maintenance of forest following
the parameters of the provided Forest Tree Report and the Eco Logic Phase 3
Recommendations Report be approved for immediate action.

Forest Tree Report For Waters Edge HOA
1/29/17
This serves as an evaluation and recommendation report for the trees within striking
distance of structures and paved areas. An assessment and evaluation was performed by
Seth Inman of Trees Inc and Jerad Oren of Bluestone Tree Services.
The entire woodline was evaluated between and behind all units, as well as those located
as landscape plantings. Any trees in good condition, not requiring arbor care, were
omitted from this report. Trees in good condition had no clear signs of structural defects
and a low probability of failure. The focus was on hazard trees only.
We evaluated only the trees requiring removal, crown cleaning, clearance pruning, weight
reduction or general maintenance. These are shown on two separate maps. A map
locating all of the dead ash and a map locating all other trees requiring arbor care or
removal. A few key trees on the back slope were included on the map due to their unique
character and importance. The large oak in particular.
There are other trees of concern along the fire trail and within the forest. There are
standing rotten trunks, trees with severe basal wounds and dead ash and widowmakers.
These need to be removed as preventative maintenance and for public safety. These
trees are not located on the map.
There are some invasives present but the quantity is unknown. I suspect it is low. I saw a
few mulberry and that was enough to convince me that there are probably others. A
further study will need to be performed to look for any of the invasives within the forest
listed in the Eco Logic Phase 2&3 Report (ELP23).
There are many maturing redbud. This is one of my favorites but they are known to have
issues. I am very concerned about the state of your redbud groves. Just quickly assessing
them I can see signs of a bacterial infestation; crown gall. This deforms the tree with
bumpy growths and hooded cankers. It is quite present on the older redbuds with the
younger ones fairing pretty well. I would like to see as many of the severely diseased
redbud removed to lessen the presence of the pathogen.

Ash Report
All of the ash are in full decline or dead due to Emerald Ash Borer infestation. The ash
located adjacent to buildings are at high risk of failure. In addition to structural proximity
these trees are near parking areas and areas frequented by people. When dead, ash are
very dangerous and have a tendency to purge branches or fail completely at will. Usually
high winds are the reason for breakage. Directly across the lake at the woods
surrounding the E. Monroe Dam Rd. launch area I have seen many ash that have fallen in
apparent high winds. All of them that I witnessed snapped at approximately 5’. I
recommend all of the ash located in this report be removed as soon a possible due to
imminent failure.
Please review the following:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

A GIS site map locating all of the hazard ash
A plan of action for removal
A planting plan to replace the removed ash
An estimate to remove the ash
An estimate to replace the ash

GIS ASH MAP (Structures)

There are 39 dead ash within striking distance of structures, parking and paved areas.

PLAN OF ACTION FOR REMOVAL
●

Remove listed ash including stumps. All tree material to be removed including
stump chips where applicable, approximately 10 stumps will need to be removed.
Leave site in finished condition for seeding and tree planting where this is the
case. All other stumps can remain at a 2’ height for soil retention and habitat.

●

All efforts should be taken to leave the site undisturbed. In cases where soil
disruption has occurred I suggest the following action:

●

Perform soil remediation using Plant Health Care and Best Management Practices
techniques and/or reforestation using the guide set by ELP23. Additional seeding
will be used as needed in disturbed lawn areas with tall turf type fescue or seed
will be sourced from EcoLogic at their recommendation for wooded areas. I do not
see the damage being so extensive that the ELP23 recommendations need
implemented in regards to shrubs. I suspect seeding will be the most logical
solution for repairing any soil disturbance.

●

Ground protection mats should be used to disperse machinery pressure on soils.

●

Bluestone Tree Service has the equipment needed to facilitate these
requirements. They possess a mobile bucket unit that moves on tracks and
features outriggers for slope stability. They also have a remote grapple saw and
crane allowing safe removal of dangerous trees. Pictured are 2 of the pieces of
equipment. This, in addition to skilled climbers, is warranted in this situation due
to the terrain and inherently dangerous nature of dead ash trees.

Mobile Bucket Rig

Grapple Saw

PLANTING PLAN
●

Replant using plants from ELP23 list. Replacements should be at a 1:1 ratio.

●

Trees behind rear corners of buildings should be replaced within the” Deforested
Area” sited in the Eco Logic Phase 2 Site Assessment: Figure 2: Invasive Species
Map. It is not practical to replant in the maintenance buffer area. Therefore the
majority of the plantings should be relocated to the reforestation area.

●

Between units from the rear corner of buildings to the street, each tree will be
replaced within 10’ of original tree location where possible. Any of these areas
exceeding sustainable space to facilitate full quantity of replacements should have
the extra trees redirected to the “Deforested Area”.

●

Select high quality trees, 2” caliper is preferred. You may only be able to locate
1.25” caliper trees, this is the lowest caliper acceptable for this site. Mulch and
protective materials should be used: water bags, trunk guards, etc. No fertilizer for
the first season. Use of organic root stimulator is recommended. No additional
soils, composts, should be used at time of planting unless to compensate for rocky
soils.

ESTIMATE TO REMOVE HAZARD ASH TREES
Here is the estimate for the work, please let me know if you have any questions. I'd be happy to
provide you a copy of our insurance and workers compensation if you like.
Jerad Oren

Below is a link to some of our equipment we use.
https://doc.co/HXAX6d

For your entertainment:
https://vimeo.com/181130556 Old school
https://vimeo.com/155912127 New school

To view your Estimate #19 from Bluestone Tree, or to download a PDF copy for your records,
click the link below.
http://bluestonetree.kickservapp.com/self_service/jobs/19/estimate?token=ApCAv_FGpwRXSTj
cPyszhDnIHngOTTIuCJmP22Sgxx0

ESTIMATE TO REPLACE THE HAZARD ASH

Forest Maintenance Report
There are other tree species requiring maintenance or removal. In addition to structural
proximity these trees are near parking areas and areas frequented by people. This map
should act as a baseline of the monitoring and data collection for these locations. Trees
are numbered and color coded on the map and listed individually on the call out page
with common name and condition. I only focused on these trees and did not venture
much further than the striking distance to the targets of concern. Many trees in the
forest need maintenance: deadwooding, widowmakers etc. for basic tree health. There
would need to be further evaluation of the forest trees beyond the parameters of the
mapped area. This portion of the report contains the following:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

A GIS site map locating all of the hazard trees and trees requiring maintenance
A plan of action for removal
A plan of action for maintenance
An estimate reflecting the removal and maintenance in these areas
An estimate to replace the removed trees

GIS TREE LOCATIONS (Structures)

Trees by number found on GIS TREE MAP (Structures) . Listing common name, reason for
required work or removal
●
●

Dot shows tree needing removed
Dot shows tree requiring work

1.

Box Elder- poor placement and condition, remove

2.

White Oak- prune for roof clearance

3.

Sugar Maple- prune for roof clearance

4.

White Oak- lightning damage, remove deadwood

5.

Red Oak- lightning damage, remove deadwood

6.

Sycamore- selective weight reduction and deadwood removal

7.

Elm- dead, remove

8.

Elm- dead, remove

9.

White Oak- remove deadwood and reduce suckers

10.

Walnut- clean cut broken branches and reduce weight

11.

Elm- prune for chimney clearance

12.

Sycamore- remove lateral over roof

13.

White Oak- remove deadwood

14.

Black Oak- codominant leader, included bark at union, visible slime flux due to

internal bacterial decay. Needs rigging system installed and pruning for weight reduction.
15.

Redbud- dead, remove

16.

Walnut- remove deadwood

17.

Elm- remove deadwood

18.

White Oak- remove deadwood

19.

Elm- dead, remove

20.

White Oak- has “lion tail” shape, poor form, remove

21.

Sugar Maple- has proximity wounds on trunk, selective weight reduction and

deadwood removal
22.

Chinquapin Oak- prune for roof clearance

23.

Sugar Maple- prune for roof clearance

24.

Box Elder- severe lean, remove

25.

Black Cherry- leaning, remove

26.

Sugar Maple- prune for roof clearance

27.

Elm- prune for roof clearance

28.

Hickory- prune for roof clearance, reduce weight

29.

Chinquapin Oak- bad lean, remove

30.

Red Oak- weight reduction

31.

Callery Pear- invasive, thorns, remove

32.

River Birch- drought and borer damage, remove

34.

River Birch- drought and borer damage, remove

35.

Red Maple- leaning over parking space, top heavy, remove

36.

Bradford Pear- regrowing from stump, remove

37.

River Birch- drought and borer damage, remove

PLAN OF ACTION FOR REMOVAL
The same model from the Ash Report will be used to remove or remediate any
hazard or dead trees. Maintenance pruning being the main focus.
● With little exception most of the trees needing removal are beyond the rear
corner of the structures. Unless they are located in common lawn areas I suggest
the following:
● I see 3 options for removal of these trees. These are my suggestions for the state
of the remaining wood after removal:
➢ Option 1: Remove complete tree leaving stump at 2’ height and root system intact
for soil stability and habitat.
➢ Option 2: Remove crown completely and leave trunk in parallel position to the
slope. Leave stump at 2’ height and root system intact for soil stability and
habitat.
➢ Option 3: Remove crown and a portion of the trunk. Leave approximately 12’ of
trunk for habitat and root system for soil stability and habitat.
●

●
●

Combinations of these options could be considered.
The same procedures from the Ash Report will be followed to protect and
preserve the site from equipment disturbance.

PLAN OF ACTION FOR MAINTENANCE
●
●
●

●
●

Includes continued removal of invasives in the forest to continue progress.
Future periodic pruning of hazardous limbs that could impact structures, people
or property as listed in this report.
Further evaluation of trees along fire trail and in forest, if required by county.
Otherwise, preventative maintenance for public safety. Removal of dead trees,
trees with structural defects, diseased trees for management, etc.
Planting of trees and shrubs as described in this report and the ELP23 reports.
For each living hazard tree removed it is suggested it be replaced at a 1:1 ratio.
This should not include dead trees. Removed dead trees should be replaced with
shrubs. Using the content within the Eco Logic Recommendations Report: 5.
Forest Management section as a guide.

ESTIMATE TO MAINTAIN THIS SECTION OF FOREST

ESTIMATE TO REPLANT REMOVED TREES IN THIS MAINTENANCE SECTION OF FOREST

Summary
Immediate action:
❏ Approval of ash removal within outline of Ash Report
❏ Approval of removing hazard trees in forest area within outline of Forest
Maintenance Report
❏ Approval of forest tree maintenance within outline of Forest Maintenance
Report

5 year plan:
❏ Continue with forest management as cited in Eco Logic Phase 3
Recommendations Report and Trees Inc Forest Tree Report
❏ Continue with maintenance as listed in the Permit Extension Request for
Continued Progress located in Progress Report dated 1/28/17
❏ Continue with planting of replacement trees and shrubs as cited in this
report

The Woodlands
Tree Report 2017
6-12-17

Prepared By: Seth Inman

The following trees are those deemed a hazard to structures and areas frequented by residents and
vehicles. Hazard trees may be those that are a clear threat or having high potential to cause damage.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A color key is provided showing 5 status levels.
Each dot on the map is numbered and identified in the field data list.
In the field data list is the tree type, notes and recommendations.
These too are highlighted to correlate with the map dots
Tree locations are approximate.
Some may need multiple services in one season and are highlighted accordingly.
8x11 sheet maps can be provided if needed.

Map Color Key

Field Data List
1. Crabapple: In decline. Visible fungus, too deep, aging.
2. Dogwood: Top portion of crown is dead.
3. Tulip: Needs deadwood removed.
4. Tulip: Needs deadwood removed.
5. Hemlock: Spider mite infestation.
6. Linden: Water sprouts at base.
7. Oak: Lower branches are dead and need removed.
8. Redbud: Weak branch unions, resting on roof, remove entire tree.
9. Oak: Remove deadwood.
10. Sassafras: Touching house, branch and trunk cankers present, remove entire tree.
11. Oak: Dead, remove.
12. Black Cherry: On chimney, needs reduction cut.

13. Ornamental Cherry: Needs nutrients.
14. River Birch: Needs pruned off house.
15. River Birch: Needs pruned off house.
16. Silver Maple: Thin foliage, needs nutrients and deadwood removed.
17. Red Maple: Thin foliage at top, girdling roots, needs nutrients.
18. River Birch: Close to touching house.
19. Pine: Full decline, remove.
20.Oak: Needs lower whorl of deadwood removed.
21. Sycamore: 2 trees, dead or dying, remove.
22. Cottonwood: Widowmakers over sidewalk need removed.
23. Elm: 2 trees, dead, remove.
24. Pine: Dead, remove.
25. Sugar Maple: Deadwood over roadway needs removed.
26. Dogwood: Full decline, remove.
27. Amur Maple: Declining, overhaning roadway, competing with treated Ash, remove.
28.Sugar Maple: In Decline, top portion is dead, reassess in 2018.
29. Shagbark Hickory: Uprooting and leaning, remove
A1. Ash
A2.Ash :Remove deadwood.
A3. Ash:Remove deadwood.
A4. Ash:Remove deadwood.
A5. Ash:Remove deadwood.
A6. Ash
A7. Ash
A8. Ash
A9. Ash:Remove widowmaker.
Reinject all in June of 2018
?A1:These ash are not treated.Some are treatable.
thru
?A11:Most are not treatable and will need removed now or within the next couple of years.
 dditional Notes:
A
Some of the trees marked on the map are questionable in ownership. I am unclear of those located
along the east property line and Rogers Rd. Those on the east property line are mostly Ash. Those
along Rogers Rd. may be under the jurisdiction of COB Urban Forester. I will provide a copy of this
report to the city for consideration and clarity of this area. A survey will need to be done for the
questionable Ash on the east property line.

Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Thank you,
Seth Inman

Site Maps

   Nick Mason

   219 S. Beat St.
   Bloomington, IN 47401

Tree Assessment
10-26-17

Prepared By: Seth Inman

Scope Of Work

On 10-26-17 I was contacted by Mr. Mason to evaluate the Oak between he and the neighbors. He said the
neighbor would like to prune the tree overhanging her property. Mr. Mason requested that I assess the tree
and provide mitigation options for the neighbor.

On 10-26-17 around 3:30 PM I met with Mrs. Mason to inspect the tree. I inspected the crown, trunk, and
site conditions around the tree to perform a level two basic assessment. The neighbor expressed concern
for the risk of branches over her house and chimney. Syd Barrett, owner at Diamond Tree Company, was
also present. Diamond Tree Company will be providing tree service for the neighbor. I did mention that I will
be available to consult with Diamond Tree Company on interpreting this report so the work is completed in
accordance with the actions approved by either his client or the tree owner. It is my hope that the work is
reflective of the mitigation recommendations contained within this report.
The purpose of this report is to inform the property owner about the condition of the tree and provide a
summary of my observations with mitigation options. The risk rating and assessment is to help determine
the likelihood of the tree or its parts failing and striking a target within 1 year, and what the consequences
may be.

Tree Defects, Condition and History

The Pin Oak- Quercus palustris has a trunk diameter of approximately 45 inches and is approximately 90
feet tall. The crown radius extends approximately 55 feet in all directions and the live crown ratio is
approximately 35 percent. The root collar and lower trunk are inaccessible due to adjacent thick yew
hedge, however a limited visual inspection resulted in little concern for this area. There are codominant
branches throughout the crown resulting in poor trunk taper. These branches do have good response
growth in the form of large branch collar attachments. Previous pruning cuts on the trunk exhibit good
wound closure although some signs of decay are present in the form of included bark around one of these
old branch collars and some cracks. Foliar color, size and density are normal for the species and the time
of year, however there are some, small diameter, dead interior branches. A nominal amount of pocket gall
insect is present in the foliage but is of no concern. Mrs. Mason informed me that the new concrete
driveway and garage are remodels completed within the last year. These structures occupy the same
footprint from the previous structures and the impact of construction on the root zone is unknown at this
time. The tree appears to have had little negative response from this action. I was also informed that the
tree was crown cleaned and thinned in the spring of 2017 with only one large branch removed over the new
concrete driveway. Response growth around the large branch pruning cut was minimal. My main concern is
the sprawling nature of the lims over the neighbor's house/ chimney, of which there are 4 branches, and
branches over  the tree owners garage. The load on these branches is moderate with a possible likelihood
of failure within the next year.

Targets, Occupancy, Likelihood of Failure and Impact and Consequences of Failure

The neighbors residence and the tree owner's garage would be the likely targets which are within the
dripline of the tree. People are the most significant target and are protected by the house if they are inside.
People occasionally occupy the portion of the tree owner's garage and constantly occupy the neighbors
house. The structures are most likely to be struck in the event of branch failure and the structures are
constant targets. The largest size of the part to likely strike the house is less than 15 inches in diameter and
the distance is about 30 feet at the greatest. The likelihood of impacting these structures is high. The
consequences of branch failure would result in significant damage to the structures. The likelihood of these
oak branches to fail is possible, but somewhat unlikely under normal conditions within the next year.

Recommendations and Mitigation

The branches overhanging the neighbors house/ chimney and the tree owner's garage can be mitigated.
For these 4 branches I suggest removal of branch 1 to provide clearance for the chimney. Branches 2, 3
and 4 should be reduced by no more than ⅓ the branch foliage density. Cuts should be made to an
appropriate lateral branch. The remaining lateral branch where the cut is made should be no less than ⅓
the diameter of the main branch it is attached to. For the branches over the tree owner's garage I suggest
reduction or retain and monitor.

Risk Assessment Conclusions and Residual Risk

In conclusion the oak is in overall good health. In my professional opinion the likelihood of the branches
over the structures failing within the next year under normal weather conditions and striking the structures
causing significant damage is moderate.
 For the branches over the neighbor's house/ chimney: If branch 1 is removed and branches 2,3 and 4 are
reduced the residual risk of failure and impact will be low.
 For the branches over the tree owners garage: If the branches are reduced the residual risk is still
moderate. Therefore retain and monitor should be considered as it has the same residual risk of moderate.
Pictures are attached with notes.

Reassessment
Need for Future Inspections: It shall be the responsibility of the client to ensure that future tree risk
assessment inspections are conducted, by a qualified arborist annually, or after any major weather event,
or mitigation to monitor and evaluate any changes in the condition or the risk associated with the tree.

Fees and Litigation

I infer that the oak tree may become a legal matter. Any fees associated with data collection and
preparation of this report are for this report only. These fees do not cover additional consultation or legal
fees/ time spent in court due to any disputes between tree owner or the neighbor. Consultation fees start at
$100 per occurrence and time lost to legal disputes start at $500 per hour.

Respectfully,

Seth Inman
Owner at Trees PLE, Inc.
ISA IN-3052A

View of tree from neighbors front yard

View of branches overhanging neighbors house/ chimney


View of branches overhanging tree owners garage



View of limited visibility of trunk and roots

Mitigation cuts over neighbrs house/ chimney

